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Russia Respects RELIGION-BASED SOCIETIES
www.whatdoesitmean.com/index3664.htm
August 22, 2021
Wynken, Blynken And Nod Play “HAARP” To Explode Henri Into Hurricane
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers
A gobsmacking new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today first noting President Putin
and his Turkish counterpart President Recep Tayyip Erdogan focusing on the Afghanistan crisis in a phone call,
emphasizing the significance of ensuring stability and civil peace in that country and prioritizing solutions to the
war on terror and drug trafficking, further notes President Putin stating: “As for the operation in Afghanistan,
naturally, it cannot be called successful...But it is not in our interests to go around in circles and keep on
speaking about it as a failure...We were interested in a stable situation in that country...Today it is as it is…I
think that many politicians in the West are starting to come to grips that it is unacceptable to impose alien
standards of political life and conduct on other countries and nations, ignoring their ethnic and religious
specifics, and their historical traditions”. [LINK]
Likewise, The United States of America should be respected as a religion-based society since its inhabitants
are composed predominantly of people of Caucasian ancestry whose religion and traditions were firmly rooted
in Mosaic Law which was later reinforced and magnified by its author Jesus Christ, and which now is declared
to be the established public religion of The United States of America [LINK] as highlighted in excerpt below
which refers to the Article 3 amendment on 9/1/2020 that established the public religion of this country.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED, the purpose of the classification is to publicly identify these associations as
organized satanic religious organizations bearing false witness to the inhabitants about a global pandemic in
collusion with the U.S. Congress and to declare these psychological operations as a violation of the established
public religion of the permanent population for The United States of America established on
9/1/2020 departmentoftransportation.theunitedstatesofamerica.country/bilateralsocial-compact/; and
And now those who insist on undermining and attacking that religion [LINK] are actually subject to
the FORCED DEPORTATION ACT OF 2021 enacted by the National assembly for the Government of The
United States of America [LINK] in accord with the Law of Nations and Mosaic Law (Lev 18:24-30). And
where appropriate, the War Crimes Tribunal for The United States of America will adjudicate cases of those
charged with committing war crimes, like forced association with a religious depopulation dogma [LINK] that
resorts to biological genocide in violation of Article 1 of the Nuremberg Code [LINK].
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